1. A new look at Xcelsius customer success and partners plug-ins
When we deal with business and intelligence, it’s very difficult to get the excitement around
producing report, study report with numbers, when we have found is that visualize
information it becomes more exciting, becoming more appealing, becoming easier to
absorb.

Xcelsius is perfect marriage of technology and database visualization and enabling you to
line business process to data visualization.
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So once prototype is built, which took no more than two weeks, we are then able to show it
to senior executives. Because everyone to start thinking about other things they want to
look at on other specific information on this visual graph. Also it causes a lot of interaction
between departments.

Xcelsius, give business users a clearly view of information throughout their organization. It
makes them more agile and able to focus on key issues.
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Xcelsius is the products itself. So I think it enables Company to very quickly combine matrix
and measures. And very easily use existing templates to get the information out there.
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For executives, the minute they get login in to our Xcelsius dashboard they are able to see
the global world, they able to see color coding where we might have territories where we
don’t. So all of the sudden able to focus right into where the pit falls are. (1’30)
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Xcelsius can also integrate information or technology from outside the organization to
deliver information in new and compelling ways. The data sets are required now for decision
making for business, actually go beyond the borders of corporation.
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Being able to load that information into Xcelsius with point of simplicity, it enable marketer
to make more informal decision with technologies are widely adopted in the consumer
market. (2’02)
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By integrate other web basis technologies, Xcelsius provides clear view of market trends in
far more effective way than ever before.
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One of our sells consultants approaches to our customer who is actually State Lottery and
they provide sample data set that allowing us to map out some of their locations and look at
lottery sales performance. We saw cluster of high performing locations where there are high
volumes of sales for lottery tickets when we zoom inside Google map interface, and turn
on the satellite view, we able to instantly see the success of tickets sale float around stadium,
which is something you never get, and flat static data map with dashboard. (2’47)
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With a large ecosystem of active partners and increasing numbers of central customer
solutions are available to download and quickly start your use in Xcelsius.
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The growth of Xcelsius community in past few years has been exponential, not only the
number of customer have increased, but also the number of vendor and partner who have
been adopting the technologies of the offerings (3’09)
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What excites most about Xcelsius going for it is provide variety of means of information
from presenting stock prices, to statistics what we call control chart, to GIS information on
map to different navigation techniques to manipulate hard core data.
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Xcelsius unlocks the power of business and intelligence to everyone in your organization
through engaging and intuitive visualization.
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With the help of Xcelsius, we are able to access deployment and establishment of
application data that Xcelsius has reached 84,000 users.
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See your data in a whole new light with SAP Business Objects—Xcelsius.
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